weatherXchange® - a platform which facilitates index-based
weather risk transfer
This introduction is intended for compliance officers at
Protection Seller and Broker-Advisor firms

Introduction
Launched in February 2017, weatherXchange® is designed to make the market
for index-based weather risk protection more accessible.
As an independent platform, weatherXchange streamlines the process of
requesting prices for weather risk protection. The platform also offers post trade
tools for monitoring / reporting risk and documenting final settlement.
Our goal is to increase the use of index-based weather hedging and thus grow
the market

The weatherXchange platform is owned and operated by weatherXchange
Limited. weatherXchange Limited is a subsidiary company of the Speedwell
Weather group of companies which have been providing services to the
weather risk market since 1999. These services include provision of weather
data, enterprise software for weather risk pricing and risk-management (the
Speedwell Weather System, SWS), settlement services and consultancy.
weatherXchange Limited is regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom and is an Introducing
Broker regulated by the NFA in the USA

weatherXchange is compliant with regulations for non-retail users based in the EU/EEA-Switzerland-UK, Argentina,
Australia, Bermuda, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Turkey, USA

Platform, Data and Software Integration
weatherXchange facilitates index-based weather hedging by:

•

Providing hedgers with access to free, high quality and ubiquitous weather data worldwide

•

Providing free structuring tools and optional assistance to help new Hedgers through the
process of designing a hedge

•

Making the process of structuring, requesting prices and following a trade more efficient for
existing users of weather risk hedging

•

Introducing new Hedgers to Protection Sellers and / or Broker-Advisors

•

Facilitating communication between Hedgers and risk takers through messaging technology

•

Reducing frictional costs helping smaller trades to be more attractive to Protection Sellers

•

Providing access to Settlement Data (provided by Speedwell Settlement Services Ltd*, chargeable)

•

Providing access to Calculation Services for mark-to-model, risk and P&L (provided by Speedwell
Calculation Services Ltd, chargeable)

*Speedwell Settlement Services to be regulated under forthcoming European Benchmark Regulations

The Proposition to Protection Sellers
•

weatherXchange functions as a free salesforce by providing introductions to buyers of weather risk
protection

•

No brokerage, introduction or transaction fees

•

weatherXchange provides potential Hedgers with your contact details allowing you to respond by
sending a price or opening bi-lateral discussions

•

weatherXchange optionally links to your web site providing information about you

•

Integration with Speedwell Weather System for efficient response to Hedger request-for-pricings
(“RFPs”) and instant API-based access to historical data for pricing

•

SWS users may also fully automate the process of responding to RFPs by using the SWS
Automated Pricing Server module which allows pricing parameters to be configured to allow instant
RFP response

•

Option to join weatherXchange on our marketing campaigns: trade shows, seminars and
weatherXchange events

Hedger comes to the weatherXchange Platform
via worldwide marketing initiatives run by us.
Following request for login and KYC process the
Hedger is able to use the Platform as follows:

The platform helps Hedgers pre & post trade
RFP

Hedger creates a
possible hedge
“Draft Contract” on
WX Platform using
the structuring
wizard (or via
SWS* for market
professionals)

Transaction is booked
for valuation and
reporting services
including mark to model
valuation, margin and
VaR metrics. Provided
by Speedwell
Calculation Services

Hedger saves Draft
Contract to private
login area

Hedger refines
Draft Contract, resaves to private
area. Hedger may
contact BrokerAdvisor for advice,
negotiating terms
directly

Transaction is
booked for the
provision of
Settlement Data.
Provided by
Speedwell
Settlement
Services

Hedger sends RFP
to Protection
Sellers via
weatherML term
sheet

Deal is agreed
between the two
parties – Speedwell
is not involved in
execution.

Transactions from
outside WX Platform

weatherML definition of
Term Sheet

Indicative or firm
price is sent to
Hedger. Direct
negotiation
between Protection
Sellers and Hedger
as required by
email / telephone

Protection Sellers
with SWS* can
automatically
import the RFP into
SWS and retrieve
weather data for
pricing. Or fully
automate response
with SWS APS

* SWS is the Speedwell Weather System: SWS
is an enterprise software for pricing indexbased weather contracts, managing a portfolio
of weather risk, regulatory reporting and back
office. It includes a sophisticated database for
storing the required weather data.

The Obligations of Protection Sellers
•

It is necessary to licence the historical weather data required to respond to RFPs. The licence
required is SuperPack® Premium. This provides all the data necessary to respond to an RFP from
weatherXchange and allows use of the data in other parts of the business.

•

For trades originated* on weatherXchange, there is the obligation that Protection Sellers pay for
Settlement Data from Speedwell Settlement Services. This is subject to a separate contract. The
cost of Settlement Data is defined in a matrix provided by us.
* those deals originated on weatherXchange or which can reasonably be described as arising from a relationship / enquiry
created by weatherXchange

Letter of Agreement
•

The obligations in both directions are defined in a Letter of Agreement

Regulatory Matters 1

• FCA regulated in the United Kingdom
• Regulated as an Introducing Broker in the USA

• Compliant with required regulations to address users based in Eu/EEASwitzerland-UK, Argentina, Australia, Bermuda, Brazil, Canada, Colombia,
Turkey, USA.
• weatherXchange will provide help in using the platform but will not provide
Financial Advice. This is the role of Broker-Advisors.
• All Hedgers are required to go through Know-Your-Client (“KYC”) process
before being permissioned to contact Protection Sellers.
• RFPs allow the Hedger to specify whether the required protection is to be
in insurance or derivative format.

Regulatory Matters 2

• weatherXchange does not deal with private investors
• Any user attempting to register with a non-corporate email address will be
refused a login
• No Hedger is able to send an RFP until a KYC process has been
completed.
• The weatherXchange Platform only supports index based weather risk
contracts, not traditional indemnity-based contracts

Visibility of the Protection Seller on
weatherXchange
Protection Sellers may be identified in two locations on the weatherXchange
website.
1) Marketing website: optional
http://www.weatherxchange.com/en/Participants/ProtectionSellers
This is a public page, not behind a login. Therefore, listing on this page is
optional or may be shown under a pseudonym.
2) Application Website: obligatory
When a Hedger sends an RFP, they are offered the list of available Protection
Sellers. This is only visible to Hedgers who have completed the KYC process.

List of Protection Sellers: Marketing Website

List of Protection Sellers: Application Website

Summary
•

weatherXchange helps new and existing users of index-based weather protection
products by:
 providing access to free, high quality worldwide weather data to Hedgers
 providing Hedgers with on-line structuring tools
 introducing Hedgers who want advice or anonymity to Broker-Advisors
 facilitating communication between Hedgers and risk takers through technology
 streamlining pricing with optional SWS integration and optional APS
 providing cost-free origination for Protection Sellers

•

The weatherXchange platform provides access to Speedwell Settlement Services which
formalises the provision of Settlement Data with a robust, transparent and documented
Settlement Data methodology allowing simplification of Term Sheets

•

The weatherXchange platform also provides access to Speedwell Calculation Services
which provides the daily risk metrics necessary to manage a weather risk hedge once
traded to satisfy internal and regulatory reporting requirements

•

To request a login go to www.weatherXchange.com

Further Information
For additional questions relating to regulatory matters please contact
Buchan Scott, Compliance Officer,
buchan.scott@weatherXchange.com
Information on Settlement Services can be found here:
http://www.speedwellweather.com/PDF/Market/About%20Speedwell%20Settlement%20Ser
vices.pdf

Information on the Speedwell Weather System can be found here:
http://www.speedwellweather.com/PDF/Market/Speedwell%20Weather%20System%20Feat
ures%20Summary.pdf
Additional information on Speedwell Group products can be found here:
http://www.speedwellweather.com/Pages/Others/Document.aspx
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